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 Abstract
Scientific Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (sCMOS) cameras were introduced into the market in 2009 and are now becoming a major type of commercial cameras for low-light imaging. sCMOS cameras provide simultaneously low read noise,
high readout speed, and large pixel array; however, the relatively low quantum efficiency (QE) of sCMOS cameras has been a major limitation for its application in single
molecule imaging, especially super-resolution localization microscopy which requires
high detection sensitivity. Here we report the imaging performance of a newly released
back-illuminated sCMOS camera (called Dhyana 95 from Tucsen) which is claimed to
be the world’s first 95% QE sCMOS camera. The imaging performance evaluation is
based on a new methodology which is designed to provide paired images from two
tested cameras under almost identical experimental conditions. We verified that this
new 95% QE sCMOS camera is able to provide superior imaging performance over a
representative front-illuminated sCMOS camera (Hamamatsu Flash 4.0 V2) and a popular back-illuminated EMCCD camera (Andor iXon 897 Ultra) in a wide signal range.
We hope this study will inspire more studies on using sCMOS cameras in superresolution localization microscopy, or even single molecule imaging. VC 2017 International Society for Advancement of Cytometry
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Ever since its birth, super-resolution localization microscopy (SRLM), including
photoactivated localization microscopy (PALM) (1), fluorescence photoactivated
localization microscopy (FPALM) (2), stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM) (3), direct stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy
(dSTORM) (4) and many others, has been an important tool for biology because
it brings the spatial resolution of optical microscopy down to the nanoscale
through a relative simple setup. The remarkable improvement in the spatial resolution of SRLM relies on mainly three steps: controlling single molecule fluorescence by photoswitching or photoactivation, detecting the fluorescence from
isolated molecules by a low-light camera, and subsequently determining the molecule positions by a proper localization algorithm. Clearly, the performance of
low-light cameras determines the quality of single molecule imaging and thus
the localization results (5–8). Therefore, the selection of a suitable low-light camera is undoubtedly critical for constructing a localization microscope and achieving ultimate localization performance.
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Commercial low-light cameras are mainly from three
camera technologies: charge-coupled device (CCD) cameras,
electron multiplying CCD (EMCCD) cameras, and complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) cameras. Generally, a low-light camera consists of an array of pixels, and
multiple signal conversion steps are required to present a final
digital image (9). Specifically, for a CCD camera, incident signal photons hitting a pixel of a low-light camera are firstly
converted to photoelectrons (unit: e–) using the image sensor
inside the camera. Here, the signal intensity is usually
described with the amount of photons per pixel (ph/px), and
the photon-electron conversion efficiency is called quantum
efficiency (QE). The QE value varies from 0% to 100%. Then,
the photoelectrons are converted into a voltage, amplified,
and then converted into a digital number (DN) using multiple
electronic components in the camera. Shot noise (unit: e–) is
the major noise source during the photo-electron conversion
process, while read noise is a combination of system noises
raising from the process of converting photoelectrons into a
digital number. Read noise is usually described as the standard
deviation of electron number from a series of images. Generally, we use root mean square (rms), and median of these standard deviation values to quantify a camera’s read noise.
There is a tradeoff between image readout speed and read
noise. To provide low read noise at higher imaging speeds,
EMCCD cameras introduce an additional electron multiplication (EM) register to conventional CCD cameras. This EM
register multiplies the photoelectrons before converting them
to a voltage (9). Hence, EMCCD cameras provide not only
ultra-low read noise (< 1 e– with EM gain) at high readout
rate (1020 MHz @14-bit), but also ultimate quantum efficiency (QE, up to 97%). Unfortunately, the EM register introduces an additional noise called excess noise (9,10).
In SRLM, EMCCD cameras have been widely considered
as optimal low-light cameras for detecting the weak fluorescence from single molecules. However, starting from 2009, a
new type of low-light cameras called scientific CMOS
(sCMOS) cameras, has been actively explored as an alternative
to the popular EMCCD cameras in SRLM (10–15), because
sCMOS cameras offer not only low read noise (1  2 e–) at
extremely high readout rate (400–500 MHz @16-bit), but also
at least 10 times larger pixel array than that from EMCCD
cameras. However, comparing to EMCCD cameras which provide high QE, most sCMOS cameras have a relatively low QE
(70–80% maximum) due to the front-illuminated technology,
and thus present a weaker detected signal in single molecule
fluorescence images. Therefore, currently the relatively low QE
of sCMOS cameras is the major reason which limits the power
and versatility of sCMOS cameras in single molecule imaging
applications, including but not limited to SRLM.
Fortunately, the first back-illuminated sCMOS image
sensor called GSENSE400BSI was invented in April 2015 by
Gpixel Inc (Changchun, China). About one year later, an
updated version of this sensor, GSENSE400BSI-TVISB, was
used to produce a back-illuminated sCMOS camera (Dhyana
95) by a company called Tucsen (Fuzhou, China). This camera
was claimed to provide an ultimate QE (95%), along with
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other attractive specifications: low read noise (1.71 e– median),
fast readout rate (101 MHz @16-bit), and large pixel array
(2048 3 2048 pixels). Shortly after the invention of Dhyana
95, Photometrics (USA) announced Prime 95B, another backilluminated sCMOS camera which was based on the same sensor chip as Dhyana 95. Comparing to Dhyana 95, Prime 95B
provides similar read noise (1.3 e– median) and read out rate
(118 MHz @ 12-bit, or 59 MHz @ 16-bit), but with a smaller
pixel array (1200 3 1200 pixels). Theoretically, after considering the ultimate QE and the low read noise, both Dhyana 95
and Prime 95B are expected to provide similar detection sensitivity and exhibit better imaging performance than their frontilluminated predecessor (for example, Hamamatsu Flash 4.0
V2 or Andor Zyla 4.0), and eventually would attract more
researchers to use sCMOS cameras in SRLM (16–22). However, the imaging performance of the newly released backilluminated sCMOS cameras in single molecule imaging or
SRLM still remains to be evaluated.
In this article, we evaluated the imaging performance of a
newly released back-illuminated sCMOS camera (Tucsen
Dhyana 95) with maximum QE of 95%. This evaluation is
based on a new methodology which is suitable for direct comparison of two cameras with close imaging performance. We
found that this back-illuminated sCMOS camera presents a
competitive advantage over a popular front-illuminated
sCMOS camera (Hamamatsu Flash 4.0 V2) or a typical backilluminated EMCCD camera (Andor iXon 897 Ultra) in
super-resolution localization microscopy in a wide signal
range.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Optical Setup for Direct Comparison of Two
Low-Light Cameras
The optical setup for direct camera comparison is based
on an Olympus IX 71 inverted optical microscope and is
shown in Figure 1. The excitation source is a 640 nm diodepumped solid-state laser (CNILaser, China). The duration of
laser irradiance is controlled by an electronic shutter. The laser
intensity is adjusted by a neutral density (ND) filter. The laser
beam is expanded by a telescope consisting of lenses L1 and
L2, guided by aluminum mirrors (M1–M4), and focused by a
lens (L3) into an Olympus 100X/NA1.4 oil immersion objective. The emitted light from the sample is firstly collected with
the same objective, passes through a dichroic mirror (DM), is
filtered with a band-pass filter (EF), and is focused by a tube
lens (L4). Then, the fluorescence beam is collimated by L5
(f 5 150 mm) and separated equally by a 50:50 beam splitter
(BS). Finally, the transmitted fluorescence beam is focused
onto Camera 1 (Hamamatsu ORCA-Flash 4.0 V2, pixel size:
6.5 mm, SN: 750939 or Andor iXon 897 Ultra, pixel size: 16
mm, SN: X-4652) with lens L6 (f 5 100 mm, 250 mm, respectively), while the reflected fluorescence beam is focused onto
Camera 2 (Tucsen Dhyana 95, pixel size: 11 mm, SN:
KBS4951607001) with lens L7 (f 5 180 mm). An external trigger is used to synchronize the exposure times of the two cameras. We note that the optics in the detection path was
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mouse monoclonal anti–a-tubulin antibody (Sigma T5168, 2
mg/ml) for 1.5 h. The cells were then washed with PBS and
then stained with Alexa Fluor 647 goat anti-mouse IgG
(Abcam ab150119, 4 mg/ml) for 1 h. The cells were washed
with PBS, and then soaked in STORM buffer (6). The STORM
experiments were performed on the optical setup described in
“Optical Setup for Direct Comparison of Two Low-Light
Cameras” Section, and the exposure time was set to be 20 ms.

Figure 1. The optical setup for direct experimental comparison of
two low-light cameras. SH: Electronic Shutter (UNIBLITZ VS14,
Vincent Associates); ND: Neutral density filters; BE: Beam
expander; L1-L7: Achromatic lens; L1: f 5 38.1 mm; L2: f 5 200 mm;
L3: f 5 250 mm; L4: Tube lens from Olympus; L5: f 5 150 mm; L6:
f 5 100 mm/250 mm; L7: f 5 180 mm; M1-M4: Aluminum mirrors;
M5: 100% reflected prism (Olympus); DM: Dichroic mirror
(z660dcxr, Chroma); EF: Emission filter (ET 700/70, Chroma); BS:
50:50 Broadband plate beam splitter (BSW16, Thorlabs); Camera 1:
Hamamatsu ORCA-Flash4.0 V2/Andor iXon 897 Ultra; Camera 2:
Tucsen Dhyana 95; Objective: Olympus UPLSAPO100XO,100X/
NA1.4. Note that the lens pair L5/L7 (or L5/L6) provides a secondary
magnification to match the pixel size at sample plane. [Color figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

designed delicately to ensure that the splitting ratio is close to
1:1 and the pixel size at sample plane for both cameras is
matched (close to 100 nm). Other information related to the
setup is shown in the legend of Figure 1.
Sample Preparation and Image Acquisition
Sample preparation and image acquisition were mainly
described in our previous work (10). Fluorescent beads were
used as the sample, because they can provide controllable
emitted intensity with negligible photobleaching. Briefly, to
obtain a sample with stationary fluorescence, a drop of aqueous suspension of 200 nm fluorescent beads (F8807, FluoSpheres, Molecular Probes) was deposited onto a specimen
slide and allowed to evaporate. The dried fluorescence beads
were embedded in immersion oil to match refractive index
and then sealed with a cover slip and nail polish. Note that the
beads with large size were chosen to obtain highly stable fluorescence. During image acquisition, the signal brightness from
the beads was controlled by laser intensity, while uniform
photon background with different intensity levels was added
to the images using the microscope’s halogen lamp. Under
certain signal and background levels, a set of 2000 successive
image frames was captured using the optical setup described
in Figure 1. The exposure time for both cameras was controlled to be the same (25 ms) for all measurements. Note that
the background levels in this study were calculated from uniform areas far away from the fluorescence signal.
For comparing the imaging performance in biological
samples, COS-7 cells were fixed with 3% paraformaldehyde,
0.05% glutaraldehyde and 0.2% Triton X-100 in PBS. After
being washed with PBS, the cells were blocked with 3% BSA
and 0.2% Triton X-100 in PBS for 1 h, and then stained with
Cytometry Part A  91A: 11751183, 2017

Defining and Calculating Localization Precision
Localization precision is a key metric for benchmarking
the imaging performance for localization microscopy. According to the literature (15,17), we define localization precision
from the statistical positions of a stationary emitter under
repeated imaging (see Fig. 2). We calculate localization preciqﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
sion as r5 r2x 1r2y , where rx and ry represent the standard

deviation of the center positions in x and y dimension, respectively. The calculation process of localization precision is similar to our previous work (10).
To estimate the measurement error for localization precision, we divide equally a whole dataset (2000 frames) into 40
subsets (that is, 50 frames per subset), and calculate the localization precision values for each subset. Then, the localization
precision values from all 40 subsets are used to calculate the
mean value and the standard deviation of the localization precision of the whole dataset. Another benefit arisen from this
treatment is that the impact of stage drift (brought by platform vibration, thermal drift, etc.) on localization precision is
considerably weakened by division of the whole dataset.
Meanwhile, we carefully monitor the stage drift inside all raw
images and remove large stage drift before any further calculation on localization precision.
Quantifying Read Noise and Relative
Signal-Noise-Ratio
In order to better quantify the noise sources of cameras,
we conduct a photon transfer curve (PTC) measurement
(9,23) to statistically characterize a camera’s response to illumination. The PTC measurement is based on our previous

Figure 2. Defining localization precision from repeated imaging
of a stationary emitter. (a) The PSF of the emitter and its center
position (red cross) found by a suitable localization algorithm. (b)
Distribution of the center positions of the emitter from repeated
imaging. The localization precision (r) is calculated from the
square root of the sum of variance of the center position distributions in x and y dimensions. [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Figure 3. Characterizing the beam splitting ratio and the pixel size at sample plane. (a) An averaged bright field image from a 1951 USAF
resolution target (Group 7, Element 2; The bar width: 3.47 mm), which was captured by a 40X objective and detected by a Hamamatsu
ORCA-Flash 4.0 V2 sCMOS camera; (b) the projected intensity distribution of (a) to the horizontal direction (blue dots) and the fitted curve
with rectangular function (red line). The width and the height of the bars in the fitted curve were used to calculate the beam splitting ratio
and the total magnification of the optical setup, respectively. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

article (10), with some modifications in the optics to ensure
uniform illumination according to the EMVA 1288 standard
release 3.1 (24). Here is a simple explanation of how the measurement is conducted, and more details and advantages of
rSNR utilization are in our previous article. For each incident
signal levels (S), thousands of frames are acquired under uniform illumination, and total noise (Ntot) is obtained. S represents the mean incident photon, and Ntot stands for the
standard deviation of the signal. Specially, when the incident
photon is equal to zero (when camera is placed in darkness),
the temporal standard deviation is equal to read noise. While
it is conventional to quantify sensitivity and image quality by
plotting the SNR versus incident signal levels, we characterize
camera performance with relative signal-noise-ratio (rSNR) in
order to separate camera-induced noises from photon shot
noise (10). The meaning of rSNR is the relative SNR of a real
camera to the SNR of a hypothetically perfect camera. The
SNR of a real camera is thus calculated by: SNRreal 5 S/Ntot.
The SNR for a hypothetical perfect camera with only shot
noise is: SNRperfect 5 sqrt(S). We define relative SNR:
rSNR 5 SNRreal/SNRperfect.

RESULTS
System Calibration
Calibrating camera sensitivity. To quantify the camera sensitivity difference and improve the accuracy in the light intensity measurement, we measured experimentally the responses
of the two cameras to the same incident light intensities which
were monitored by another camera (Hamamatsu ORCA-Flash
4.0 V2, pixel size: 6.5 mm, SN: 740888, hereafter called calibration camera). The calibration camera was placed on the left
port of an Olympus IX 71 inverted microscope, while one of
the test cameras (the Tucsen Dhyana 95, Hamamatsu Flash
4.0 V2, or Andor iXon 897 Ultra cameras in this study) was
placed on the right port. Bright field images from a 1951
USAF resolution target were collected by an Olympus 40X/
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NA0.95 dry objective and captured by the calibration camera
in the left port and then the test camera in the right port. The
incident light intensity was changed to cover the dynamic
range of the test camera, and 1000 frames of images were
acquired and then averaged for each incident signal level. By
calculating the total photon number of incident signal (after
offset subtraction) from a resolution bar in the 1951 USAF
resolution target, the relative sensitivity of the test camera to
the calibration camera was obtained. The measurement was
performed independently for at least three times, and all of
the test cameras were quantified separately.
The relative sensitivity ratio between the Tucsen Dhyana
95 camera and the Hamamatsu Flash 4.0 V2 camera is found
to be 1.35:1. The relative sensitivity ratio between the Andor
iXon 897 Ultra camera and the Hamamatsu Flash 4.0 V2
camera is found to be 0.8333:1. The relative camera sensitivity
difference in all of the test cameras was compensated in the
further studies.
The splitting ratio and the pixel size at the sample plane.
We used a 1951 USAF resolution target to characterize the
beam splitting ratio and the pixel size at the sample plane in
our optical setup. A total of 100 frames of bright field images
from the target was collected by an Olympus 40X/NA0.95 dry
objective and detected simultaneously by the new 95%
sCMOS camera (Tucsen Dhyana 95) and one of the common
cameras (Hamamatsu Flash 4.0 V2 or Andor iXon 897 Ultra).
The images from each camera were averaged (see Fig. 3a for
an example), projected to the horizontal dimension, and fitted
with rectangular function (Fig. 3b). The beam splitting ratio
was calculated by the ratio of the fitted bar areas (the product
of the bar width and the bar height) from the two cameras,
while the total magnification of the optical setup can be found
by dividing the fitted bar width (the product of the number of
pixels and the pixel size of the sensor) with the actual bar
width (provided by the manufacturer of the resolution target).
Quantitative Performance Evaluation
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Figure 4. Characterizing the PSF of the optical setup. The experimental data (red circles) from an overlaid image from several
200 nm fluorescent beads were fitted with Gaussian function
(blue curve). The fitted curve was found to have FWHM of
338 nm, and standard deviation of 143 nm. [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Note that the total magnification is the product of the magnification of the objective and the secondary magnification (see
Fig. 1), and the pixel size at sample plane can be obtained by
dividing the pixel size of the sensor by the total magnification.
From five independent measurements, the mean beam
splitting ratio (Camera 1: Camera 2) was calculated to be
(0.92 6 0.01):1, while the pixel size at the sample plane for
both cameras were calculated to be very close to the following
theoretical values: 6.5 lm/(100 3 100/150) 5 97.50 nm (for
the Flash 4.0 V2), 11 lm/(100 3 180/150) 5 91.67 nm (for
the Dhyana 95), and 16 lm/(100 3 250/150) 5 96.00 nm (for
the iXon 897 Ultra).
The point spread function. Using the fluorescence images
from fluorescent beads, we characterized the point spread
function (PSF) of our optical setup shown in Figure 1.
We found that the fluorescence images from 200 nm
fluorescent beads spread over 7 3 7 pixels, where the
amplitude of Gaussian function occupies 7.3% of the
total incident signal in our system. We overlaid 500 successive images to generate an averaged PSF image. Then,
the averaged image was projected to the horizontal
direction. Finally, the obtained intensity profile was fitted
by Gaussian function. The full-width-at-half-maximum

Figure 5. The rSNR curves of the test cameras in this study. Tucsen Dhyana 95 in high gain mode (red squares) and low gain
mode (black triangles), Hamamatsu Flash 4.0 V2 (blue dots),
Andor iXon 897 Ultra (cyan triangles) with EM gain of 100 and
readout speed of 10 MHz. The rSNR curves for shot-noise-limited
cameras with different QE were also shown here. The experiments were measured with 594 6 20 nm incident light. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

(FWHM) of the PSF was found to be 338 nm (Fig. 4).
Based on seven beads in two thousand images, the
FWHM of PSF is found to be 331 6 7 nm. For comparison, the PSF of 20 nm (F8783, FluoSpheres, Molecular
Probes) and 200 nm beads sealed in cover slip without
immersion oil were also measured, and the FWHM values from both samples were found to be 353 nm, which
were slightly larger than that from the beads with immersion oil.
Considering that the 200 nm fluorescent beads exhibit
better photostability, we decided to use the 200 nm beads
rather than the 20 nm beads. And, we confirmed that the conclusions reported in this study are not affected by the relatively large beads.
Read noise and rSNR. As shown in Table 1, the measured
read noise of the Dhyana 95 sCMOS camera working at high
gain mode is comparable to Hamamatsu Flash 4.0 V2 or other
mainstream sCMOS cameras, but the Dhyana 95 sCMOS
camera working at low gain mode is obviously not well optimized. Not surprisingly, the Andor iXon 897 Ultra EMCCD
camera exhibits a very small read noise (0.53 e–) when this
camera is working at EM gain 5 100. If necessary, the read

Table 1. Read noise values of the test cameras
CAMERA

WORKING MODE

READ NOISE (MANUFACTURE)

READ NOISE (MEASURED)A

High gain

1.71 e– median

Low gain

–

Camera link

1.3 e–

EM gain 5 100

0.51 e–

1.80 e– (rms)
1.71 e– (median)
41.60 e– (rms)
40.23 e– (median)
1.45 e– (rms)
1.14 e– (median)
0.53 e– (rms)

Tucsen Dhyana 95

Hamamatsu Flash 4.0 V2
Andor iXon 897 Ultra
a

rms is the abbreviation for root mean square.
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Figure 6. Direct experimental comparison of the tested cameras using raw fluorescence images from the same beads under different photon background levels. (a) Dhyana 95 (upper-left) versus iXon 897 Ultra (upper-right) at 0 ph/px background. (b) Dhyana 95 (upper-left) versus iXon 897 Ultra (upper-right) at 90 ph/px background. (c) Dhyana 95 (upper-left) and Flash 4.0 V2 (upper-right) at 0 ph/px background.
(d) Dhyana 95 (upper-left) and Flash 4.0 V2 (upper-right) at 90 ph/px background. The histograms in the bottom of (a-d) shows the distribution of the SNRmole. For each comparison, a total of 500 raw images were acquired synchronously from the same beads. Scale bar:
300 nm. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

noise of the EMCCD camera could be even smaller when a
higher EM gain is used.
From the PTC measurements, we can also calculate the
rSNR curves of the test cameras working at different modes
(Fig. 5). Note that rSNR was measured at uniform light, so
the signal in Figure 5 denotes mean incident signal (photon
per pixel, ph/px). The comparison results between Tucsen
Dhyana 95 and Hamamatsu Flash 4.0 V2 or Andor iXon 897
Ultra at single pixel level are shown in Fig. 5: 1) the Tucsen
Dhyana 95 at high gain mode presents much better rSNR than
1180

the Hamamatsu Flash 4.0 V2 when the signal is below 1500
ph/px; 2) the Tucsen Dhyana 95 at high gain mode presents
much better rSNR than the Andor iXon 897 Ultra when the
signal is above 4 ph/px; 3) However, the rSNR values of the
Tucsen Dhyana 95 at low gain mode is surprisingly smaller
than those from the Hamamatsu Flash 4.0 V2/Andor iXon
897 Ultra, indicating that the read noise of the Tucsen Dhyana
95 at low gain mode requires a better optimization. Therefore,
the Tucsen Dhyana 95 camera is used at high gain mode in
this article unless otherwise specified. Additionally, the Tucsen
Quantitative Performance Evaluation
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selected two photon background levels with a mean value of 0
and 90 ph/px to represent extremely low and high photon
background, respectively.
SNR is a popular parameter for quantifying image quality. Therefore, we firstly compared the imaging performance
of the tested cameras using SNR from each molecule (SNRmo2
le 5 Speak/sqrt[a(Speak1 r bkg)]). Here the peak signal (Speak)
is calculated from the amplitude of Gaussian function, and
the background fluctuation (r2bkg, variance) is calculated
from the pixels surrounding (typically two pixels away) the
signal regions. a is used for compensating the splitting ratio
difference (a 5 1 for Dhyana 95, and 0.92 for both iXon 897
and Flash 4.0V2). Experimentally, we captured a total of 500
paired raw images from the same fluorescence beads using
two tested cameras, and then performed statistic analysis on
the SNRmole. We found that, for all the tested scenarios, the
Dhyana 95 exhibits higher SNRmole than its competitors:
15.7 6 0.6 (Dhyana 95) versus 13.6 6 0.6 (iXon 897) (Fig. 6a),
17.6 6 0.8 (Dhyana 95) versus 15.4 6 0.9 (iXon 897) (Fig. 6b),

Figure 7. Direct experimental comparison on the localization precision (r) of the test cameras under two photon background levels (shown in the inset of the figures). (a) Dhyana 95 versus Flash
4.0 V2. (b) Dhyana 95 versus iXon 897 Ultra. (c) Relative localization precision between the Dhyana 95 and the Flash 4.0 V2 or the
iXon 897 Ultra. D is for Dhyana 95, iX is for iXon 897 Ultra, and F
is for Flash 4.0 V2, respectively. The ratio is defined as rDhyana
95/riXon 897 or rDhyana 95/rFlash4.0V2, thus the Dhyana 95
camera presents better localization precision if the ratio is < 1.
The error bars indicate the standard deviation from 40 subsets.
The red line in (c) was drawn to guide viewing. [Color figure can
be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Dhyana 95 at high gain mode is close to a shot-noise-limit
camera with 95% QE in a wide signal range (approximately
50–1000 ph/px), while the Andor iXon 897 Ultra is never close
to a shot-noise-limited camera with 97% QE due to the
unavoidable excess noise from the electron-multiplying
process.
Direct Comparison of the Imaging Performance
between the Dhyana 95 Camera and the Flash 4.0 V2
or the iXon 897 Ultra Cameras
A direct comparison between the Dhyana 95 camera and
the Flash 4.0 V2 camera or the iXon 897 Ultra camera would
be helpful for understanding the imaging performance of the
new 95% QE sCMOS camera. Here, the total incident signal
was controlled to range from 300 to 10000 photons per molecule, covering the typical signal range for fluorescence proteins
and chemical probes used in SRLM (25). Meanwhile, we
Cytometry Part A  91A: 11751183, 2017

Figure 8. Comparing experimental and modeled localization precision for the Dhyana 95 (a), the iXon 897 Ultra (b), and the Flash
4.0 V2 (c) at two photon background levels. The error bars indicate the standard deviation from 40 subsets. [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Figure 9. Direct experimental comparison on cell imaging using the tested cameras. (a) Dhyana 95 (upper-left) versus iXon 897 Ultra
(lower-left). (b) Dhyana 95 (upper-left) versus Flash 4.0 V2 (lower-left). Each localization is rendered as a Gaussian with a standard deviation equal to its localization precision. The boxed areas in (a) and (b) were used to generate the corresponding cross-sectional distribution
showed in the right panels. The data were fitted with Gaussian function to calculate FWHM. A smaller FWHM indicates a better spatial resolution. Scale bar: 1 mm. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

18.0 6 1.1 (Dhyana 95) versus 13.8 6 0.8 (Flash 4.0 V2) (Fig.
6c), and 12.6 6 1.0 (Dhyana 95) versus 9.1 6 0.7 (Flash 4.0
V2) (Fig. 6d). The higher SNRmole from the Dhyana 95 camera indicates that this camera has better imaging performance
than the iXon 897 Ultra camera and the Flash 4.0 V2 camera.
We further compared the localization performance
between the Dhyana 95 and the Flash 4.0 V2 or the iXon 897
Ultra. We found that the Dhyana 95 provides better localization precision than the Flash 4.0 V2 or the iXon 897 Ultra at
all of the signal levels in this study (that is, 300–10000 photon/molecule in total signal), and that the superiority of the
1182

Dhyana 95 over the Flash 4.0 V2 or the iXon 897 Ultra is even
more obvious when the photon background is high (see
Fig. 7a–c, 90 ph/px). Therefore, we conclude that the Dhyana
95 sCMOS camera is a highly competitive sCMOS camera to
be used in SRLM in a wide signal range (300–10000 photon/
molecule).
Comparing Localization Precision: Experimental
versus Modeled
Finally, we calculated the modeled localization precision
using the formulas reported in reference 16 (see Eq. 1) and
Quantitative Performance Evaluation
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reference 11 (see Eq. 2), where the parameters were all defined
in those papers and were set here to be the same as the
experiments.
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As shown in Figure 8, the modeled localization precision
results are close to the experimental results for all of the test
cameras. However, the gap between the experimental and the
modeled localization precision is visible when the cameras are
working at high photon background (90 ph/px), especially for
the Flash 4.0 V2 and the iXon 897 Ultra. This gap may be due
to the fact that the maximum likelihood estimator used in this
study (MaLiang (19)) tends to overestimate the PSF sigma in
the case of high photon background.
Direct Comparison of the STORM Images between the
Dhyana 95 Camera and the Flash 4.0 V2 or the iXon
897 Ultra Cameras
We used STORM images of microtubulins to evaluate the
imaging performance of the Dhyana 95 camera. The optical
setup was described in “Optical Setup for Direct Comparison
of Two Low-Light Cameras” Section. A total of 10,000 raw
images was used to reconstruct a STORM image. We performed
cross-sectional distribution analysis on the STORM images and
calculated the FWHM of each line. We found that the Dhyana
95 camera provides smaller FWHM (thus better resolution)
than the iXon 897 or the Flash 4.0V2 cameras: 48 nm (Dhyana
95) versus 54 nm (iXon 897) (Fig. 9a, upper-right), 44 nm
(Dhyana 95) versus 55 nm (iXon 897) (Fig. 9a, lower-right),
44 nm (Dhyana 95) versus 53 nm (Flash 4.0 V2) (Fig. 9b,
upper-right), and 37 nm (Dhyana 95) versus 48 nm (Flash 4.0
V2) (Fig. 9b, lower-right). These results are consistent with the
molecular SNR results shown in “Direct Comparison of
the Imaging Performance between the Dhyana 95 Camera and
the Flash 4.0 V2 or the iXon 897 Ultra Cameras” Section.

DISCUSSION
In this article, we present a methodology for directly comparing the imaging performance of two cameras under almost
identical experimental conditions. Based on this methodology,
we performed a detailed characterization on the imaging performance of a newly released back-illuminated 95% QE
sCMOS camera called Tucsen Dhyana 95. The characterization
is based on PTC measurement datasets and the paired experimental datasets between Dhyana 95 and a representative frontilluminated 72% QE sCMOS camera (Hamamatsu Flash 4.0
V2) and a popular back-illuminated 97% QE EMCCD camera
(Andor iXon 897 Ultra). We found that the Tucsen Dhyana 95
presents better sensitivity (according to PTC rSNR results) and
localization performance (according to the direct experimental
localization precision and resolution comparison results) than
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a representative front-illuminated 72% QE sCMOS camera
(Hamamatsu Flash 4.0 V2) and a popular back-illuminated
97% QE EMCCD camera (Andor iXon 897 Ultra), in a signal
range (300–10,000 photon/molecule). This range is broad
enough to cover nearly all fluorescence proteins (emit typically
400–1200 photon/molecule) and chemical probes (emit typically 1000–8000 photon/molecule) used in SRLM. Based on the
results in this study, we conclude that back-illuminated 95%
QE sCMOS cameras have great potential to be the best camera
to be used in most SRLM applications.
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